Communication: *Ab initio* simulations of hydrogen-bonded ferroelectrics: Collective tunneling and the origin of geometrical isotope effects
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*Ab initio* simulations that account for nuclear quantum effects have been used to examine the order-disorder transition in squaric acid, a prototypical H-bonded antiferroelectric crystal. Our simulations reproduce the \(>100\) K difference in transition temperature observed upon deuteration as well as the strong geometrical isotope effect observed on intermolecular separations within the crystal. We find that collective transfer of protons along the H-bonding chains – facilitated by quantum mechanical tunneling – is critical to the order-disorder transition and the geometrical isotope effect. This sheds light on the origin of isotope effects and the importance of tunneling in squaric acid which likely extends to other H-bonded ferroelectrics. © 2014 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4862740]

Ferroelectric materials have been extensively examined because of their many diverse applications in, e.g., electrooptic, piezoelectric, and random access memory devices.\(^1\) Recently, interest has intensified in hydrogen (H-) bonded ferroelectrics because of the discovery of above room-temperature ferroelectricity in an organic crystal and the realization that they could potentially be used as cheaper and more environment-friendly organic electronics.\(^2\)-\(^4\) H-bonded ferroelectrics are also a valuable class of materials through which we can gain deeper understanding of the fundamental nature of hydrogen bonding. Primarily this is because they are well-characterized crystalline materials with a range of H-bonding configurations and in most cases have been synthesized in both their standard and deuterated forms.

Many H-bonded ferroelectrics exhibit phase transitions to paraelectric (PE) phases that lack long-range ordering of protons in the H-bonds. The Curie temperature \((T_c)\) of these transitions can dramatically increase by \(\sim 100\) K upon deuteration but the physical origin of this effect is still not fully understood. An early model\(^5,\,^6\) explained this giant isotope effect on the basis of tunneling of protons in double well potentials. However, this model fails to account for experimentally observed geometrical isotope effects in H-bonding geometry between the protonated and deuterated crystals, where H-bonds have been observed to elongate upon deuteration.\(^7,\,^8\) A so-called Ubbelohde effect.\(^9,\,^10\) Models involving a coupling between lattice modes and proton dynamics were therefore suggested.\(^11,\,^12\) It was argued on these grounds that tunneling is unnecessary to explain the large increase of \(T_c\) upon deuteration.\(^7\) On the other hand, neutron Compton scattering experiments on the commonly studied KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\) (KDP) system\(^13\) showed that protons occupy both sites along the H-bonds on a short time-scale above its phase transition at 124 K, indicating coherent quantum tunneling, while no such coherence was found in the deuterated crystal.\(^14\) Theoretical work\(^15,\,^16\) attempted to reconcile these differing interpretations by suggesting that a mechanism behind the Ubbelohde effect may itself be collective tunneling in clusters of atoms in the crystal. However, direct *ab initio* simulations aimed at elucidating the mechanisms behind the isotope shift of \(T_c\) and Ubbelohde effects are challenging due to the complex coupled dynamics involving multiple H/D atoms, and the role of tunneling has thus remained unclear. In this context, squaric acid (C\(_4\)H\(_2\)O\(_4\) or H\(_2\)SQ) provides an ideal simple model system which has been explored extensively by both experiments\(^8,\,12,\,17-\,19\) and theory.\(^20-\,24\)

Here we report results from large-scale *ab initio* path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations of H\(_2\)SQ and its deuterated analogue D\(_2\)SQ that have allowed us to extract detailed information on quantum effects and collective proton behavior. *Ab initio* PIMD was recently applied to KDP,\(^25\) but due to the limited system size where collective effects were neglected only the disordered paraelectric phase could be studied. We find that collective effects are vital for capturing antiferroelectric (AFE) order in the simulations. Further, the Ubbelohde effect is well reproduced by PIMD and the transition to paraelectric ordering occurs at higher temperature for D\(_2\)SQ compared to H\(_2\)SQ, in agreement with the experimental shift from \(T_c(H_2SQ) = 373\) K to \(T_c(D_2SQ) = 520\) K. Our simulations also reveal that tunneling is an important mechanism behind both the Ubbelohde effect and the collective proton jumps in the paraelectric phase.

Squaric acid is composed of planar C\(_4\)H\(_2\)O\(_4\) molecules bound by strong H-bonds in 2D sheets with two slightly inequivalent H-bonding chains running along the \(a\)- and \(c\)-axes (see Fig. 1). The sheets in turn are stacked along the \(b\)-axis and weakly bound by dispersion forces. In the low-temperature antiferroelectric phase each layer is polarized due
to long-range ordering of H atoms into equivalent sites in the H-bonds, with opposite polarization in neighboring planes, while in the high-temperature paraelectric phase the long-range ordering is lost due to proton disorder.

Realistic simulations of H-bonded ferroelectrics are challenging for several reasons. First, an accurate theoretical approach is needed that describes the H-bonds between the molecules, the proton transfer barriers and, in many cases, weak van der Waals bonding between molecules or layers of the material. Second, to capture the collective nature of proton ordering in squaric acid it is essential to use extended simulation cells with several molecular units along the H-bonding directions. Third, thermal and nuclear quantum effects such as tunneling and zero point motion must be taken into account given the finite temperature phase transition and the quantum mechanical nature of the proton. In tackling this system we considered all of these issues in detail. A more complete description of the theoretical approach employed and tests performed to establish its accuracy is given in the supplementary material.\textsuperscript{26} In brief, the essential features of the simulations performed are that we used density functional theory (DFT) with projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials\textsuperscript{27} as implemented in the VASP code.\textsuperscript{28, 29} Nuclear quantum effects were accounted for with PIMD (see, e.g., Refs. 30 and 31 as implemented in VASP by Alfè and Gillan\textsuperscript{32}). Thirty-two path integral beads were used except for H$_2$SQ at 100-200 K where 64 beads were required and for D$_2$SQ at 300-500 K where 16 beads gave sufficiently converged quantum effects.\textsuperscript{26} To capture collective effects we used $1 \times 1 \times 3$ supercells (Fig. 1) with a H-bonding chain of 3 molecular units along the c-axis and a total of 6 molecules in the cell. This setup also allowed us to investigate the role of collective effects by comparing the proton ordering along the a- and c-axes, which have been shown to be very weakly coupled.\textsuperscript{33, 34} All simulations were performed in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with experimental lattice constants.\textsuperscript{26} The vdW-DF2\textsuperscript{35, 36} exchange-correlation (xc) functional was selected after an extensive series of tests showed that of the xc functionals considered it gave good agreement with experiment in terms of O-O intermolecular distances in PIMD simulations and produced a proton transfer barrier in closest agreement with results from explicitly correlated calculations. Specifically, while the commonly used Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional gives a proton transfer barrier of 18 meV, the vdW-DF2 gives 87 meV which is considerably closer to values from Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory (MP2, 110 meV) and random phase approximation (RPA, 148 meV) calculations.\textsuperscript{26}

We begin by discussing oxygen-oxygen distances, $d_{OO}$, and their temperature and isotope dependence. Optimized $d_{OO}$ values are shown by crosses in Fig. 2 where it can be seen that vdW-DF2 predicts a value higher than experiment. Moreover, MD simulations give average $d_{OO}$ values that increase with temperature, extrapolating down to the optimized value at 0 K and severely overestimating $d_{OO}$ for H$_2$SQ by 0.07 Å at 300 K compared to the experimental value. This thermal expansion is however completely counteracted by quantum effects in PIMD, where at 300 K the combined thermal and quantum effects reduce $d_{OO}$ by 0.06 Å for H$_2$SQ and 0.04 Å for D$_2$SQ compared to the optimized value, resulting in agreement within 0.01 Å with the corresponding experimental values.\textsuperscript{8, 37} The large discrepancy between optimized and PIMD values for $d_{OO}$ shows that geometry optimizations can be in serious error in systems with strong H-bonds and that quantum effects must be accounted for. Note that the optimized PBE value severely underestimates the experimental $d_{OO}$, an error that is further exacerbated by the inclusion of quantum effects, highlighting the failure of the common PBE approximation to describe squaric acid. The observed Ubbelohde effect in PIMD, \textit{i.e.}, the difference in $d_{OO}$ between H$_2$SQ and D$_2$SQ of around 0.02 Å as seen in Fig. 2, is in good agreement with experiments. Starting at around 500 K this isotope effect decreases and only around 700 K (above the decomposition temperature of H$_2$SQ\textsuperscript{38}) do the simulations predict the same $d_{OO}$. MD also gives the same $d_{OO}$ as the PIMD simulations at 700 K, consistent with vanishing influence of quantum effects at high temperatures.

The $d_{OO}$ values from MD and PIMD shown in Fig. 2 are calculated along the c-axis where the coupling between

![FIG. 1. Crystal structure of squaric acid. The solid and dashed squares in the upper panel denote the primitive unit cell and the $1 \times 1 \times 3$ supercell used for PIMD simulations, respectively. The lower panel illustrates the $d_{OO}$ and δ structural parameters and the difference between AFE and PE ordering.](image_url)

![FIG. 2. Average oxygen-oxygen distances $d_{OO}$ as a function of temperature for MD and PIMD simulations using vdW-DF2. $d_{OO}$ values for optimized geometries using PBE and vdW-DF2 are shown by crosses at $T=0$. Experimental values for H$_2$SQ from Ref. 37 and D$_2$SQ from Ref. 8 at 300 K are marked by empty circles.](image_url)
three molecules is explicitly included. Interestingly, $d_{OO}$ values along the $a$-axis where this coupling is neglected are shorter by around 0.02 Å for both H$_2$SQ and D$_2$SQ. This shortening is connected to more frequent jumps of H and D atoms along the $a$-axis compared to the $c$-axis. Collective effects thus enhance the localization of H and D atoms resulting in longer H-bonds.

Seeing that the Ubbelohde effect is reproduced in PIMD we now examine the ordering behavior at different temperatures. The proton-ordered AFE phase in squaric acid is characterized by occupation of only one site in the H-bonds resulting in long-range order, while in the PE phase H/D jumps occur within clusters creating local defects and disrupting the long-range order. A convenient structural order parameter to quantify the ordering is the $\delta$ parameter, defined as $\delta = d_{OO} - 2d_{OH}$ where $d_{OH}$ is the intramolecular O-H (O-D) distance projected onto the OO axis (see Fig. 1, lower panel). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) reveal characteristics of both AFE and PE ordering in simulations; a unimodal distribution reflects the absence of jumps while bimodality shows the presence of jumps. PIMD simulations of H$_2$SQ are ordered at 100 K but disordered at 200 K and above, while D$_2$SQ is ordered at 100-300 K but disordered at 400-500 K, in qualitative agreement with the known difference of around 150 K in $T_c$ for the protonated and deuterated crystals. On the other hand, the MD simulations are ordered at all temperatures, reflecting the large impact of quantum effects. The limited simulation time and insufficiently converged correlations along H-bonding chains might overestimate $T_c$ and underestimate $T_c$, as before, the $P(\delta)$ distributions shown in Fig. 3 are calculated along the $c$-axis, since distributions along the $a$-axis (not shown) are bimodal at all temperatures, even in MD.

As seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) H atoms are significantly more likely to populate the centric $\delta = 0$ position compared to D atoms. Larger probability density at $\delta = 0$ leads to stronger and shorter H-bonds and is the main mechanism behind the Ubbelohde effect, as evidenced also by the minimum energy path of proton transfer which involves a shortening of $d_{OO}$ by around 0.15 Å in the $\delta = 0$ transition state compared to the initial state. We now examine why there is an enhanced probability at $\delta = 0$ in the case of H compared to D atoms and in particular consider the role played by tunneling.

The role of tunneling is examined by considering the radius of gyration $R_g$ of the H and D ring-polymers in our PIMD simulations. We calculate $R_g$ for a single atom as $R_g^2 = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{i=1}^{P} (r_i - r_c)^2$ where the sum runs over the $P$ beads and $r_c$ is the centroid position (center of the ring-polymer). $R_g$ thus quantifies the delocalization of a quantum particle, which increases during tunneling. We find the average values ($R_g$) of H atoms to decrease from 0.19 Å at 100 K to 0.14 Å at 500 K, and correspondingly for D atoms to decrease from 0.15 Å to 0.10 Å. Next we extract the dependence of $R_g$ on $\delta_c$, i.e., the $\delta$ parameter for the centroid coordinate, and furthermore decompose into components parallel ($R_{\parallel}^g$) and perpendicular ($R_{\perp}^g$) to the H-bonding vectors (see Fig. 4(c)). Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of $R_{\parallel}^g(\delta_c)$ and $R_{\perp}^g(\delta_c)$ for H$_2$SQ and D$_2$SQ along the $c$-axis. A clear temperature dependence is seen where, in particular, $R_{\parallel}^g$ increases sharply for $\delta_c \to 0$ at lower temperatures for both H$_2$SQ and D$_2$SQ, indicating that tunneling contributes significantly when H/D atoms approach the centric position of the H-bonds. At higher temperature the increase in $R_{\parallel}^g$ becomes smaller but not insignificant, indicating that tunneling takes place nearer to the top of the energy barrier due to thermal excitations. It can be seen that the $R_{\parallel}^g$ curve for H$_2$SQ at 100 K extends to $\delta_c = 0$ with a sharp increase in the delocalization even though no collective jumps occur at this temperature (see Fig. 3), showing that protons can tunnel into the central barrier at low temperatures but quickly return to the original position due to the overall long-range order. In contrast, $R_{\perp}^g$ is constant or decreases slightly as $\delta_c \to 0$. These results suggest that tunneling enhances the probability density of H atoms in the centric position and thus contributes directly to the Ubbelohde effect.

Tunneling also plays a direct role in collective proton jumps as shown in Fig. 4(b). For each of the 3 protons along the $c$-axis we compute the instantaneous values of $\delta_c$ and $R_{\parallel}^g$. The upper panel of Fig. 4(b) shows several collective proton jumps during a selected portion of the simulation trajectory for H$_2$SQ at 200 K in one of the sheets and the lower panel shows the corresponding instantaneous delocalization. In the first shaded collective jump event the instantaneous $R_{\parallel}^g$ of all protons is around the average and the jump thus appears to be mostly classical, i.e., driven by thermal excitations. In the second event two protons show a large increase in $R_{\parallel}^g$ and are clearly tunneling through a part of the energy barrier while the third proton appears to jump by thermal excitation, while in the last event all protons show an increase in delocalization. Similar combinations of tunneling and thermal excitations are seen at other temperatures and for D$_2$SQ, with the probability for non-tunneling thermal jumps increasing at higher temperatures (see additional figures in Ref. 26).

To summarize, these results suggest that tunneling of several protons along an H-bonding chain not only contributes to the Ubbelohde effect but also, in combination with thermal fluctuations, plays a role in the disordering transition at $T_c$, above which the protons occupy both sites in the H-bonds with equal probability.
In conclusion, we find that the combination of dispersion-including (vdW) DFT functionals and path-integral MD simulations can be used to realistically describe ordered and disordered phases of challenging H-bonded ferroelectrics such as squaric acid. A particularly important aspect of the simulations is the use of extended supercells that explicitly include correlations between H/D atoms along H-bonding chains. These correlations help to localize the H/D atoms and without their explicit treatment only disordered paraelectric behavior is found. Our PIMD simulations reveal pronounced quantum effects where the large quantum delocalization of H atoms and tunneling into the central barrier strengthen the H-bonds. The same effect is seen in the deuterated crystal but with smaller magnitude, leading to an Ubbelohde effect with an elongation of oxygen-oxygen distances by around 0.02 Å, in good agreement with experiment. The Ubbelohde effect in turn leads to a large shift in the temperature of the disordering AFE-PE transition upon isotopic substitution. Our simulations also suggest that concerted proton jumps in the disordered phase may take place through a combined effect of quantum tunneling of several protons combined with thermal fluctuations of nearby non-tunneling protons. These insights clarify the role played by tunneling in squaric acid but they are likely to extend to other H-bonded proton sites. These insights clarify the role played by tunneling in squaric acid but they are likely to extend to other H-bonded ferroelectrics, which calls for future simulation studies and experiments. The collective jump mechanism assisted by tunneling observed here may also contribute to proton transport in, e.g., high pressure ice and along water wires in biological environments and inside carbon nanotubes.
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39 No dynamical information can be obtained from PIMD simulations but the trajectories sample the quantum mechanical configuration space and Fig. 4(b) thus demonstrates real correlations in the system.